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Are you consistently plagued with feelings of Anxiety or Depression? Almost every person will suffer

from issues relating to negative thinking patterns at some stage in their life, it's unavoidable.

Whether it's facing phobias, obsessive-compulsive tendencies, or full-scale anxiety or depression.

It's much more prevalent than you think. But most people aren't equipped with the right mental tools

to identify the underlying reasons for their problems, or spot the triggers which set them off. This is

where Cognitive Behavioral Therapy can help. Since its discovery in the 1960's, CBT has proved to

be one of, if not the most beneficial and effective modes of therapy for treating all human mental

disturbances. Katherine Chambers is an ex-Stanford Psychologist who specializes in all forms

neuroscientific and psychotherapy subjects. However it wasn't until she left college life and entered

the "real world" did she start to understand these theoretical topics in a practical sense. This has

included intense scrutiny of CBT methods. In this insightful and functional book, Chambers gives

listeners a comprehensive overview of the specific CBT principles and treatment techniques

available today, including: What actually is CBT and what can it treat? Understanding anxiety and

depression Identifying thought patterns and why it's so important to break the negative cycles How

to spot and address maladaptive coping mechanisms Multimodel ModeI personality approach

explained Reprocessing and EMDR techniques for post-traumatic stress Dialectical Therapy for

high risk cases ...and much more. A Psychologist's Guide to Cognitive Behavioral Therapy is

designed to give listeners an overall outlook on the CBT principles available today.
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Happiness is in the quality of your thoughts. If you can change your thoughts, you can change your

life. And that's exactly what this book teaches you how to do.I really enjoyed this read. It's filled with

highly helpful infomation on how to cope with anxiety, depression and negativity in general. I

realized that I have a lot of negative thoughts that I was not aware of, and now I'll apply what I read

in the book to start having a more positive life.The techniques contained in this book are very simple

and anyone can apply them. However, in order to change your life, you have to take action. If you

read the book, but you don't apply the techniques, you'll continue having the same problems you

have now.I only recommend this book to you, if you're going to take massive action and apply what

you'll learn.

Great book! It's loaded with helpful information on the most proficient method to adapt to anxiety,

depression and negativity when all is said in done. The strategies contained in this book are

extremely straightforward and anybody can apply them. A decent perused for anybody looking for a

way to deal with care and positive considering. Recommended.

Very informative and helpful book! Anyone who's dealing with negative thinking that always leads to

depression, this therapy is the most effective way to retain your brain. Learn what cognitive

behavioral therapy is and how it actually helps people! I am so happy I found this book. This is

eactly what I needed to learn. I highly recommend it!

Just a couple of things I'd like to point out to the Author. In your chapter that discusses types of

Maladaptive Coping Mechanisms; you say Short-Term Focus/Relief -strategies under short-term

focus include smoking and alcohol consumption. I would be more specific and add "illegal drug

abuse and/or the abuse of prescription medications." Smoking is such a generalized term. You used

the term "mentally disturbed" a lot in the book. First off, most mental health awareness advocates

use the term "mentally ill." I'm "disturbed" by your lack of sensitivity towards the mentally ill.And

finally, at the conclusion of your book and I quote "I do still believe a person's happiness, and

ultimately peace of mind, is predicated almost entirely by how they think." I would like to add, mental

illness is a disorder in the brain that affects mood, thinking, and behaviors. It's considered a disease

in 2017.The different types of therapy you discussed are extremely helpful when diagnosing the



mentally ill and coming up with a treatment plan. I would suggest next time you write about the

mentally ill, you talk to real suffers of the disease. Sometimes statistics and research are vital in

writing a self- help book but, it would be great if someone would also mention how important it is to

reduce the stigma of mental illness.

A good self-help book! This book basically has cognitive techniques that you can do by yourself

when your experiencing panic attacks. I suffered in anxiety for so long and I haven't made any

changes to help myself get over it. I wish I had read this book earlier, this book definitely has

improved my life and I highly recommend it to someone who's suffering from anxiety as well.

Flipped through in 2 hours  really liked the structure of the arguments.Such an excellent book

ever I have read.I usually don't read/refer much books, after reading this book I am now waiting for

the second version of this book. Only thing is the book is short, but of course it's hard to complete a

long book. I recommend.

i read this therapy and impressed this is where Cognitive Behavioral Therapy can help. Since

itÃ¢Â€Â™s discovery in the 1960Ã¢Â€Â™s, CBT has proved to be one of, if not the most beneficial

and effective modes of therapy for treating all human mental disturbances.

Awesome book . I adore this book. It is additionally essential to assume liability for these feelings

that you are feeling in any case, great or terrible. They would lead a people inward monolog down a

well-known way before upsetting the line of addressing leaving the personas oblivious personality

sitting tight for the legitimate following stage of the example to happen, yet it never comes. I very

prescribe this book. Coincidentally, i have delighted in this book.
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